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1. INTRODUCTION
Let ‰
k
(P)"P1!P denote the complement of a given set P"Mp
1
,2 , pkN of distinguished
points in the complex projective line P1"CXMRN. If the number of points is k*2, let us
partition P into two non-empty sets, say Q"Mp
1
,2 , pjN and Q@"Mpj`1 ,2 , pkN. Then
‰
k
(P) may be thought of as the space obtained from two other punctured projective lines,
‰
j`1
(QXMpN)"P1!QXMpN and ‰
k~j`1
(Q@XMp@N)"P1!Q@XMp@N, through the
following standard surgery operation (sewing): One cuts small open neighborhoods
”L‰
j`1
(QXMpN) and ”@L‰
k~j`1
(Q@XMp@N) around p and p@ respectively, and sub-
sequently glues the two resulting ‰
j`1
(QXMpN)!” and ‰
k~j`1
(Q@XMp@N)!”@ along the
respective boundary circles. This operation—which we shall henceforth denote by
‰
j`1
(QXMpN)d‰
k~j`1
(Q@XMp@N)—is not only a surgery on topological spaces; it can
always be made into an isomorphism ‰
k
(P)P‰
j`1
(QXMpN)X‰
k~j`1
(Q@XMp@N) of
complex analytic manifolds by supplying it with an analytic diffeomorphism between the
two punctured local neighborhoods ” and ”@. Here we should notice that the sewing
decomposition
‰
k
(P)"‰
j`1
(QXMpN)d‰
k~j`1
(Q@XMp@N)
is only one of many different decompositions of ‰
k
(P), the others being given by repartition-
ing in all possible ways the points Mp
1
,2 , pkN between the two components.
The symmetrized configuration space of n points on ‰
k
(P),
X
k,n
(P)"(‰
k
(P)n!Diag)/S
n
,
is the quotient of the space of n-tuples of distinct points on ‰
k
(P) by the symmetric group
S
n
, which acts on ‰
k
(P)n"‰
k
(P)]2]‰
k
(P) by permutations of the components. Let
L be a rank-one complex local system on the complex manifold X
k,n
(P), that is the sheaf of
local horizontal sections of a complex line bundle ‚PX
k,n
(P) provided with a flat
connection. Such L is determined (up to isomorphisms) by an abelian representation
n
1
(X
k,n
(P))PC*, hence by a linear map o :H
1
(X
k,n
(P),Z):ZkPC* specified by k inde-
pendent non-zero monodromy multipliers.
The cohomology of the complement of hyperplanes with coefficients in a local system
has been studied by several authors, and mainly in connection with the theory of generaliz-
ed hypergeometric functions [1, 7, 15]. In this paper we shall consider the question of how
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does the cohomology of X
k,n
(P) with coefficients in L ‘‘behave’’ under sewing operations
performed on the underlying punctured projective line. More specifically, let
X
j`1,m
(QXMpN)"(‰
j`1
(QXMpN)m!Diag)/S
m
X
k~j`1,m
(Q@XMp@N)"(‰
k~j`1
(Q@XMp@N)m!Diag)/S
m
be the symmetrized configuration spaces associated with the two components ‰
j`1
(QXMpN)
and ‰
k~j`1
(Q@XMp@N) in the sewing decomposition of ‰
k
(P). The problem is to establish
a relationship between H* (X
k,n
(P),L) and the cohomologies of X
j`1,m
(QXMpN),
X
k~j`1,n~m
(Q@XMp@N) with coefficients in canonically induced local systems L
m
, L@
m
,
respectively. The sought for relationship takes the form of a cohomology factorization
formula for H* (X
k,n
(P),L) if one assumes that the local system is sufficiently generic,
meaning that its monodromies lie in the complement of a certain specified algebraic
subvariety of (C*)k. One has the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.1. ‚et L be a local system on X
k,n
(P), assumed to be generic with respect to
the sewing decomposition ‰
k
(P)"‰
j`1
(QXMpN)d‰
k~j`1
(Q@XMp@N) (Definition 2.3). ‚et
L
m
and L@
m
respectively be the local systems on X
j`1,m
(QXMpN) and X
k~j`1,n~m
(Q@XMp@N)
defined in ‚emma 2.4. „hen Hi(X
k,n
(P),L)"0 for iOn and there is a canonical isomorphism
Hn(X
k,n
(P),L): na
m/0
Hm(X
j`1,m
(QXMpN),L
m
) ?Hn~m(X
k~j`1,n~m
(Q@XMp@N),L@
m
).
(Convention: H0 (X
j`1,0
(QXMpN),L
0
)"H0(X
k~j`1,0
(Q@XMp@N),L@
n
)"C).
In the above sum we have defined the cohomology of X
l,m
for m"0 to be the same as
that of the space consisting of a single point. The isomorphism in question is given by,
essentially, a composite of Mayer—Vietories and Ku¨nneth maps. A first obvious conse-
quence is Corollary 2.7, which says that under a stricter condition of genericity factorization
holds true for any sewing decomposition of ‰
k
(P). Theorem 1.1 also furnishes a new
cohomology vanishing criterion. This criterion is clearly peculiar of configuration spaces
and seems to be substantially different from other cohomology vanishing conditions which
are more generally applicable to complements of hyperplane arrangements [1, 8, 2, 12, 16].
VANISHING CRITERION. If there is a sewing decomposition of ‰
k
(P) with respect to which
L is generic, then Hi(X
k,n
(P),L)"0 for iOn.
For a more explicit statement and few comments and comparisons we refer to Corollary
2.9 and the subsequent remark.
The factorization formula for cohomology constitutes the topological analogue of the
standard Clebsch—Gordan decomposition formula for representations of the Lie algebra
g"sl (2,C). Let »
1
,2 ,»k be k*2 Verma modules over g and consider the space
H(?k~1
a/1
»
a
,»
k
) of linear operators h satisfying the commutation property gh"hg with
any g3g. If »(j) denotes the irreducible highest weight g-module of weight j, one has the
Clebsch—Gordan factorization
H(?k~1
a/1
»
a
,»
k
):a
j
H(?j
a/1
»
a
, » (j))?H ((?k~1
a/j`1
»
a
) ?»(j),»
k
).
The sum on the right-hand side ranges over a finite set, since there always are only finitely
many j’s such that both factors may be non-vanishing. Now, a natural bridge between
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cohomology of local systems and invariant linear operators on sl(2) representations
is furnished by the Wess—Zumino—Witten conformal field theory. Using the latter as
a guideline, Schechtman and Varchenko [10], Felder [4] and Matsuo [9] among others,
have constructed a concrete map s from H(?k~1
a/1
»
a
,»
k
) to the holomorphic de Rham
equivalent of Hn(X
k,n
(P),L). Here L is defined in terms of the weights of the modules
»
a
and of an arbitrary non-zero complex parameter i—the ‘‘level’’. Varchenko [14] has
shown that in a generic situation, i.e. when both the level and the weights are generic
complex numbers, s is an isomorphism. In Section 4 we make use of this identification to set
up a correspondence between the two types of factorization formulae. The Ku¨n-
neth—Mayer—Vietoris map of our cohomology factorization formula may thus be recog-
nized (Corollary 4.3) as the exact counterpart of the Clebsch—Gordan homomorphism of
sl(2) representations.
Factorization maps associated to sewing decompositions of a punctured Riemann surface
appear as a fundamental algebraic datum of conformal field theory (see [6]). From
Corollary 2.7 and the following remark it is easy to show that cohomology with values in
sufficiently generic local systems is in fact an example of a non-rational conformal field
theory on P1. The more interesting rational examples arise in connection with local systems
L that are not generic, but unipotent, i.e., such that Lp"C, the constant sheaf, for some
integer p’1 (see [3, 12, 13]). The natural object to consider is in this case not cohomology
itself, but rather a canonical subspace [12] of it, and the corresponding Clebsch—
Gordan decomposition should be the one of the quantum group ”
q
(sl(2)) representations
[5] with q equal to a pth root of unity. A definitive description of cohomology of local
systems as (quantum) Lie algebra modules might result from a reelaboration of ideas
already formulated by Schechtman and Varchenko [11, Section 6] and Felder and
Wieczerkowsky [5].
2. SEWING AND FACTORIZATION
If z is a local coordinate on CLP1, let Mz
1
,2 , znN denote the corresponding local
coordinate on the product CnL(P1)n. The configuration space
‰
k,n
(P)"‰
k
(P)n!Diag
is the complement (P1)n!K of the union K of hyperplanes whose local defining equations
are K
ia
"Mz
i
"z(p
a
)N (i"1,2 , n; a"1,2 , k) and Kij"Mzi"zjN (1)i(j)n). The
symmetrized configuration space X
k,n
(P)"Sym
n
(P1)!H is thus the complement in
Sym
n
(P1)"(P1)n/S
n
of the hypersurface H"n(K), the image of K under the canonical
projection
n : (P1)nPSym
n
(P1), (z
1
,2 , zn)> [z1 ,2 , zn].
Clearly, H is the union H
1
X2XH
k
XH
D
of k#1 irreducible components, where
H
a
"n (Z
i
K
ia
)"M[z
i
"p
a
]N and the diagonal H
D
"n (Zi(jKij ).
When reference to the set P is either unambiguous or inessential, we simply write ‰
k
,
‰
k,n
and X
k,n
for ‰
k
(P), ‰
k,n
(P) and X
k,n
(P).
PROPOSITION 2.1. „he Euler characteristics of ‰
k,n
and X
k,n
are given by
s (‰
k,n
)"n! ) s (X
k,n
)"(!1)n n<
j/1
( j#k!3), k’0.
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Proof. For m"2,2 , n, let us consider the fiber bundles ‰k,mP‰k,m~1 associated
with the projection onto m!1 components. The fibers are isomorphic to
‰
k`m~1
"P1!M(k#m!1) pointsN; hence s(‰
k,m
)"s(‰
k,m~1
) ) (3!k!m). Solving the
recursion in m we find the formula for ‰
k,n
. On the other hand, ‰
k,n
Pn X
k,n
is a covering
whose fiber is the union of DS
n
D"n! points, and the result for X
k,n
follows.
A rank-one complex local system L on X
k,n
may be thought of as a S
n
-invariant local
system on Y
k,n
. It is uniquely specified by one of its local multivalued sections, i.e., the
pull-back l of a section to the universal cover ‰I
k,n
, of the form
l" <
1)a)k
<
1)i)n
(z
i
!z(p
a
))ka <
1)i(j)n
(z
i
!z
j
)kD f ,
with exponents k
1
,2 , kk , kD3C and f a single-valued holomorphic function invariant
under S
n
. The monodromy of L is thus given by the numbers o
a
"e2n*ka (a"1,2 , k),
o
D
"e2n*kD associated with simple normal loops around the hypersurfaces H
a
, H
D
and
subject to the only condition
o
1
2o
k
on~1
D
"1. (2.1)
This relation arises from the fact that the loop which lies in any one of the P1 components of
‰
k,n
(say, the loop of z
1
for fixed z
2
,2 , zn ) and which winds around the intersection points
of all hyperplanes in K with that component, is homotopic to the trivial loop. Conversely,
any collection of k#1 non-zero complex numbers o
1
,2 , ok , oD in
R
k
"M(o
1
,2 ,ok , oD)3(C* )k`1 D o12okon~1D "1N
defines exponents k
a
"log o
a
/2ni , k
D
"logo
D
/2ni modulo Z and a multivalued functions
l modulo multiplication by a holomorphic function on X
k,n
, hence a local system L on
X
k,n
up to isomorphisms.
Unless specified otherwise, by a local systemL on a configuration space we shall always
mean the isomorphism class of local systems whose monodromy is the same as that of L.
The cohomology of X
k,n
with coefficients in L can be identified with the S
n
-invariant
cohomology of the covering ‰
k,n
, i.e.
H*(X
k,n
,L)"H* (‰
k,n
,L)Sn .
We will make use of the following basic result.
PROPOSITION 2.2. ‚et L be a S
n
-invariant rank-one local system on (C*)n!Diag with
monodromy o
0
around Mz
i
"0N and o
D
around the diagonals. „hen the vanishing
H*((C* )n!Diag,L)"0 is equivalent to the monodromy condition on
0
o(1@2)n (n~1)
D
O1.
Proof. For n"1, clearly H0(C*,L)"0 if and only if o
0
O1; since the Euler character-
istics of C* is zero, the same conclusion applies to H1 (C*,L). For general n’1, the
isomorphism p :C*]((C!M0, 1N)n~1!Diag)P(C*)n!Diag, w> z , defined by z
1
"w
1
and z
i
"w
1
w
i
for i’1, induces H*((C*)n!Diag,L):H*(C*]((C!M0, 1N)n~1!Diag),
p*L). The restriction of the pull-back p*L to the first component C*"Mw
1
O0N is a local
system with monodromy on
0
o(1@2)n (n~1)
D
around w
1
"0. The ‘‘if ’’ part follows from Ku¨nneth
formula and the statement for n"1. Conversely, suppose that on
0 )
o(1@2)n (n~1)
D
"1. Then
cohomology cannot vanish because the cohomology of the C* component is non-vanishing
and the Euler characteristic of (C!M0, 1N)n~1!Diag:‰
3,n~1
is not zero.
Let L be the rank-one complex local system on X
k,n
(P) with monodromy multipliers
o
1
,2 ,ok , oD , as above. In correspondence with the partition of P"Mp1 ,2 , pkN into
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Q"Mp
1
,2 , pjN and Q@"Mpj`1,2 , pkN, let &(Q,Q@) be the algebraic subset of Rk
defined as
& (Q,Q@ )"G
n~1
<
m/0
n~m
<
p/1
((o
1
2o
j
o(1@2) (p~1`2m)
D
)p!1)"0H.
Definition 2.3. We say thatL is generic with respect to the decomposition ‰
k
(P)"‰
j`1
(QXMpN)d‰
k~j`1
(Q@XMp@N) if its monodromies lie in the complement R
k
!& (Q,Q@).
For every m"0, 1,2 , n we introduce the number
o
(m)
"o
1
2o
j
om
D
"(o
j`1
2o
k
on~m~1
D
)~1 , (2.2)
where the second equality follows form the relation (2.1). This is our main lemma.
LEMMA 2.4. ‚et us define
f ‚ocal systems L
m
on X
j`1,m
(QXMpN) with monodromy multipliers o
1
,2 , oj around
the hyperplanes M[z
i
"p
1
]N,2 , M[zi"pj]N, multiplier o~1(m) oD around M[zi"p]N and
o
D
around the diagonal.
f ‚ocal systems L@
m
on X
k~j`1,n~m
(Q@XMp@N) with monodromy multipliers o
j`1
,2 , ok
around the hyperplanes M[z
i
"p
j`1
]N,2 , M[zi"pk]N, multiplier o(m) around
M[z
i
"p@]N and o
D
around the diagonal.
Assume that L is generic with respect to the sewing decomposition ‰
k
(P)"
‰
j`1
(QXMpN)d‰
k~j`1
(Q@XMp@N). „hen one has isomorphisms
Hi(X
k,n
(P),L): na
m/0
a
l`l{/i
Hl(X
j`1,m
(QXMpN),L
m
) ?Hl{ (X
k~j`1,n~m
(Q@XMp@N),L@
m
)
for all i.
Convention. The terms with m"0, n in the above sum have to be defined. We use
the following convention: L
0
"L@
n
"C and H0 (X
j`1,0
, C)"H0 (X
k~j`1,0
, C)"C,
Hi (X
j`1,0
, C) Hi (X
k~j`1,0
,C)"0 for i’0.
The proof of the lemma is given in the next section. Below we prove Theorem 1.1. We
need the following result.
PROPOSITION 2.5 (Silvotti [12, Proposition 3]). If, for at least one a3M1,2 , kN,
om
a
) o(1@2)m (m~1)
D
O1 for 1)m)n, then Hi(X
k,n
,L)"0 for iOn.
Proof of „heorem 1.1. We have to show that all but the top cohomology groups
appearing as factors in Lemma 2.4 are vanishing, i.e.,
(1) Hl(X
j`1,m
(QXMpN),L
m
)"0 if lOm for all m"1,2 , n;
(2) Hl{(X
k~j`1,n~m
(Q@XMp@N),L @
m
)"0 if l@On!m for all m"0,2 , n!1.
We apply Proposition 2.5 to both cases. In the first case we consider the monodromy o~1
(m)
o
D
around M[z
i
"p]N. Thus, (1) is verified if the following inequalities are verified:
(o~1
(m)
o
D
)io(1@2) i (i~1)
D
O1 for i"1,2 ,m and m"1,2 ,n.
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In the second case we consider the monodromy o
(m)
around M[z
i
"p@]N; hence (2) is true if
one has
oi
(m)
o(1@2) i (i~1)
D
O1 for i"1,2 , n!m and m"0,2 , n!1.
An easy direct verification shows that the two sets of inequalities are identical and
equivalent to the condition that L be generic with respect to the sewing decomposition
‰
k
(P)"‰
j`1
(QXMpN)d‰
k~j`1
(Q@XMp@N). Theorem 1.1 has now been proven.
Remark 2.6. Lemma 2.4 implies the relationship between Euler characteristics
s(X
k,n
)"+n
m/0
s (X
j`1,m
)s(X
k~j`1,n~m
). Here, by definition, s (X
j`1,0
)"s (X
k~j`1,0
)
"1. If both j*2 and k!j*2, one then has the combinatorial identity
A
n#k!3
n B"
n
+
m/0
A
m#j!2
m BA
n!m#k!j!2
n!m B ,
which could otherwise be directly proven using the fact that (p`1
q
)"(p
q
)#( p
q~1
).
All possible sewing decompositions of ‰
k
(P) have the form ‰
k
(P)"‰
j`1
(Qq, jXMpN)
d‰
k~j`1
(Q@q, jXMp@N), where Qq,j"Mpq (1) ,2 , pq (j)N, Q@q,j"Mpq (j`1) ,2 , pq (k)N, q ranges over
the permutations S
k
of M1,2 , kN, and j"1,2 , k!1. A local system which is generic
with respect to the decomposition determined by q and j has monodromies lying in
R
k
!& (Qq, j , Q@q,j). Now, if either j"1 or k!j"1, one of the two sewing components is
homotopically the same as ‰
k
(P) itself; in this case we say that the sewing decomposition is
trivial. We shall restrict attention to non-trivial decompositions, as we will have nothing to
gain from considering trivial ones. In order for there to be non-trivial decompositions the
number k of points must be at least 4. A local system L will be generic with respect to all
non-trivial sewing decompositions of ‰
k
(P) if its monodromies lie in
R
k
!&, &"k~2Z
j/2
Z
q3S
k
& (Qq, j ,Q@q, j).
COROLLARY 2.7. ‚et k*4. Assume that
(oq(1)2oq( j)o(1@2)(p~1`2m)D )pO1
for all permutations q of M1,2 , kN, 2)j)k!2, and 1)p)p#m)n. „hen
H i (X
k,n
(P),L)"0 for iOn, and the factorization formula of „heorem 1.1 holds true in
correspondence with any non-trivial sewing decomposition of ‰
k
(P).
Remark 2.8. Clearly, ‰
k
(P) for any k*4 can be obtained by recursively sewing a num-
ber k!2 of 3-punctured projective lines. The above implies that Hn(X
k,n
(P),L) factorizes
into the cohomologies of configuration spaces X
3,m
. It is straightforward, if rather cumber-
some, to obtain the explicit decomposition of Hn (X
k,n
(P),L) into k!2 factors.
Theorem 1.1 has also another immediate consequence.
COROLLARY 2.9. If for some permutation q of M1,2 , kN and some 1)j)k the inequalities
(oq (1)2oq (j)o(1@2) (p~1`2m)D )pO1 for 1)p)p#m)n
hold true, then Hi(X
k,n
(P),L)"0 for iOn.
Remark 2.10. Corollary 2.9 results from an argument different from those leading to
other cohomology vanishing theorems [1, 8, 2, 12, 16] and it is applicable to situations that
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are not accounted for in previous related results. In the latter instances one considered
a smooth compactification in which the affine algebraic variety X in question is realized
as the complement of a normal crossing divisor D; cohomology then vanishes in degree
different from n when the monodromy of the local system on X is non-trivial around
‘‘sufficiently many’’ components of D (see for example the criterion of Lemma 2 in
[12]—due essentially to Esnault and Viehweg). In the case above of a configuration
space X
k,n
we rather look at the monodromy of the local system in the ‘‘degenerate
limit’’ where a number of the deleted points, pq(1) ,2 , pq (j) , coalesce to a single
point.
Consider for instance, on the two-dimensional space X
k,2
, a local system L with
monodromies
o
1
"2"o
k
"o~1@2
D
O1 with o
D
a A
k!2
2 B th root of unity.
Then o2
a
o
D
"1 for a"1,2 , k, and no previously known criterion can be used, not even
the one requiring the least stringent conditions (Proposition 2.5 above). Suppose however
that k’6 and that ol@2
D
O1 for l)4. Then Corollary 2.9 applies for
o
1
o
2
o
3
"o~3@2
D
O1, o
1
o
2
o
3
o
D
"o~1@2
D
O1, (o
1
o
2
o
3
o1@2
D
)2"o~2
D
O1,
and this allows us to conclude that Hi(X
k,2
,L)"0 for iO2.
3. PROOF OF LEMMA 2.4
Notations. If SLP1, S
n
"Sn!Diag is the space of n-tuples of distinct points on S.
If m
1
,2 , ml are positive integers such that m1#2#ml"n, we let Sn(m1 ,2 , ml )"
S
n
/(S
m1
]2]S
ml
). If one of the m
i
is zero, say m
l
"0, we write S
n
(m
1
,2 , ml) for
S
n
/(S
m1
]2]S
ml~1
), with S
ml
omitted. By a union Zp3S
n
(m
1
,2 ,ml)
or a sum =p3S
n
(m
1
,2 ,ml)
of
objects indexed by S
n
(m
1
,2 , ml) we mean a union or a sum over some chosen basis of
S
n
(m
1
,2 , ml ).
The proof of the lemma proceeds in two stages. Firstly, we introduce a finite cover Zn
m/0
Zp3S
n
(m, n!m)Um,p for the unsymmetrized configuration space ‰k,n (P). This cover is naturally
induced by the sewing operation performed on ‰
k
(P) in the sense that its elementsU
m,p are
homotopically equivalent to the cartesian product ‰
j`1,m
(QXMpN)]‰
k~j`1,n~m
(Q@XMp@N).
In the second stage we analyze the cohomology of L on the various multiple intersections
of the cover. By a generalized Mayer—Vietoris argument we show that, for L as assumed,
the cohomology of ‰
k,n
(P) admits the direct sum decomposition H*(‰
k,n
(P),L)"
=n
m/0
=pH*(Um,p ,L D(Um,p ). The cohomology of the single Um,p’s factorizes into the
cohomology of the configuration spaces ‰
j`1,m
(QXMpN) and ‰
k~j`1,n~m
(Q@XMp@N) as an
immediate consequence of Ku¨nneth formula. The final step simply consists of taking the
S
n
-invariant part of the direct sum.
Let us choose on P1 a local coordinate z such that the first j points Mp
1
,2 , pjN are all
contained in the open disk MDz D(1/rN for some r’1 and that the remaining points
Mp
j`1
,2 , pkN all lie in the disk MD1/z D(1/rN centered at infinity. The complex projective
line P1 can then be realized as the union DXD@, where the open disks D"MDz D(rN and
D@"MD1/z D(rN are such that p
1
,2 , pj3D, pj`1 ,2 , pk3D@, and none of the points
p
1
,2 , pk lies in the intersection A"DWD@"M1/r(Dz D(rN. Thus
‰
k
(P)"”X”@,
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where the two punctured disks
”"D!Mp
1
,2 , pjN, ”@"D@!Mpj`1 ,2 , pkN
intersect in the open annulus ”W”@"A"DWD@.
An open cover for (P1)n is given by partitioning in all distinct ways the n variables
between the two disks D and D@. Explicitly, it is given by the products of polydisks
(Dm]D@n~m)p"Mzp(1) ,2 , zp(m)3D; zp (m#1) ,2 , zp (n)3D@N, where m"0, 1,2 , n and p
ranges over the set S
n
(m, n!m) defined above. Let us now pass to the products of con-
figuration spaces ”
m
"”m!Diag and ”@
n~m
"”@n~m!Diag associated with ” and ”@,
(”
m
]”@
n~m
)p"M(zp (1) ,2 , zp (m) )3”m ; (zp (m`1) ,2 , zp (n) )3”@n~mNL(P1)n,
for p3S
n
(m, n!m). One obtains an open cover for ‰
k,n
(P) in the form of
‰
k,n
(P)" nZ
m/0
Z
p3S
n
(m, n!m)
U
m,p ,
where
U
m,p"(”m]”@n~m!Crossdiag)p ,
and the cross diagonal is the following union of subspaces of codimension one:
Crossdiag"M(z
1
,2 , zm , z@1 ,2 , z@n~m)3”m]”@n~m D zi"z@j for some i, jN.
Remark 3.1. Note that, for every m, Zp3S
n
(m, n!m) Um,p is left invariant by the action of
S
n
. Moreover, the action of S
n
on Zp3S
n
(m,n!m) Um,p factors through Sm , Sn~m and
S
n
(m, n!m).
The cohomology of ‰
k,n
(P) will be later calculated by a Mayer—Vietoris argument. To
that purpose we need to preliminarily compute the various multiple intersections among
elements of the covering set. For every m"0,2 , n, we arbitrarily choose a basis for
S
n
(m, n!m) and an ordering relation ‘‘(’’ among the elements p of that basis. Then one
has an obvious induced ordering relation on the set indexing the cover
(m,p)((m@,p@) 8 either m(m@ or m"m@ and p(p@.
Let U
m0,p0;2;mp,pp
denote the multiple intersection U
m0, p0
W2WU
mp,pp
. Let also A
p
"
Ap!Diag be the configuration space of annuli A. The set of all intersections is given in
explicit form in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.2. For 0)p)p#l)n, let us introduce
I
p, l,p"(”l]”@n~p~l]Ap!Crossdiags)p ,
where the cross diagonals Crossdiags are the loci where any two variables belonging to the
different factors ”
l
, ”@
n~p~l
, A
p
coincide. „hen the set of all non-empty intersections of at least
two of the U
m,p is given by
MU
m0 ,p0 ;2;mp,pp
N
(m0 ,p0)(2((mp ,pp)1)p)n
"MI
p, l,pNp3S
n
(l,n!p!l,p)
1)p)p#l)n
.
Proof. A straightforward direct calculation. K
Note that, for p"0, I0,l,p"Ul,p . Each single Ip,l,p is, homotopically, a product of
configuration spaces of punctured projective lines. In order to see this, one first ‘‘eliminates’’
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the cross diagonals from Ip, l,p , i.e., one passes to a homotopically equivalent space where no
cross diagonals appear. More precisely, let
D
(0)
"D!DWD@"GDz D(
1
rH , D@(0)"D@!D@WD"MDz D’rN
be the disjoint open disks obtained from D and D@ by subtracting the closure of their
intersection. Let us also introduce the non-intersecting punctured disks
”
(0)
"D
(0)
!Mp
1
,2 , pjN, ”@(0)"D@(0)!Mpj`1 ,2 , pkN,
and their associated configuration spaces ”
(0)m
"”m
(0)
!DiagL”
m
, ”@
(0)m
"”@m
(0)
!
DiagL”@
m
. Then in the open sets
I
(0)p, l,p"(”(0) l]”@(0)n~p~l]Ap )pLIp, l,p
there are no cross diagonals, since the intersections ”
(0) l
W”@
(0)n~p~l
, ”
(0) l
WA
p
and
”@
(0)n~p~l
WA
p
are empty. The following lemma is evident.
LEMMA 3.3. I
(0)p, l,p is a deformation retract of Ip, l,p .
Let us now notice that ”
(0)m
—the configuration space of an open disk ”
(0)
with j points
removed—is homotopically the same as the configuration space ‰
j`1,m
(QXMpN) of a com-
plex projective line minus j#1 points. Here the ( j#1)th point, that is p, corresponds to the
boundary of ”
(0)
. Analogously, ”@
(0)m
is homotopically equivalent to ‰
k~j`1,m
(Q@XMp@N),
where the (k!j#1)th deleted point, p@, represents the retraction of the boundary of ”@
(0)
.
Finally, A
m
is clearly homotopic to C*
m
"(C*)m!Diag, and we reach the following
conclusion.
PROPOSITION 3.4. For every p, l and p, I
p, l,p is homotopically equivalent to the product
‰
j`1, l
(QXMpN)]‰
k~j`1,n~p~l
(Q@XMp@N)]C*
p
.
If ı :Z ª"‰ is an inclusion of topological spaces andF is a sheaf on ‰, we shall always
denote the pull-back sheaf ı*F on Z by F D
Z
. Via the obvious inclusions, one has then
pull-back local systemsL DI
p, l,p
on each of the I
p, l,p . The numbers o(l) appearing below were
defined in (2.2).
PROPOSITION 3.5. ‚et us define
f ‚ocal systems L
l
on ‰
j`1, l
(QXMpN) with monodromy multipliers o
1
,2 , oj around the
hyperplanes Mz
i
"p
1
N,2 , Mzi"pjN, multiplier o~1(l) oD around the hyperplane Mzi"pN,
and o
D
around the diagonals.
f ‚ocal systems L@
p`l
on ‰
k~j`1,n~p~l
(Q@XMp@N) with monodromy multipliers
o
j`1
,2 , ok around the hyperplanes Mzi"pj`1N,2 , Mzi"pkN, multiplier o(p`l) around
Mz
i
"p@N, and o
D
around the diagonals.
f ‚ocal systems I
p, l
on C*
p
with monodromy o
(l)
around the hyperplanes Mz
i
"0N and
o
D
around the diagonals.
„hen there are isomorphisms
H i(I
p, l,p ,L DIp, l;p ): a
h`h{`h{{/i
Hh(‰
j`1, l
(QXMpN),L
l
)
?Hh{(‰
k~j`1,n~p~l
(Q@XMp@N),L@
p`l
) ?Hh{{(C*
p
,I
p, l
)
for all i.
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Proof. The statement is an unsurprising consequence of Proposition 3.4. Only a few
details concerning the computation of the various local systems require clarification.
By Lemma 3.3, the inclusions I
(0)p, l,pª" Ip, l,p are homotopy equivalences and therefore
induce natural restriction isomorphisms H*(I
p, l,p ,L DIp, l,p )P
& H*(I
(0)p, l,p ,L DI(0)p, l,p ) on co-
homology with coefficients in locally constant sheaves. Note that, since L is S
n
-invariant,
both pull-back local systems L DI
p,l,p
and L DI
(0)p,l,p
are in fact independent of p. I
(0)p,l,p being
the product of three components, (”
(0) l
]”@
(0)n~p~l
]A
p
)p , one has local systems K1 , K2 ,
K
3
obtained by further restricting L DI
(0)p,l,p
to respectively each component. By Ku¨nneth
formula,
Hi(I
(0)p, l;p ,L DI(0)p, l;p ): =
h`h{`h{{/i
Hh (”
(0) l
,K
1
) ?Hh{(”@
(0)n~p~l
,K
2
) ?Hh{{(A
p
,K
3
)
for all i. Let us now compute the local systems K
1
, K
2
and K
3
. Since K
1
is obtained from
L DI
(0)p,l;p
by restriction, the monodromies associated to simple loops around the hyperplanes
Mz
i
"p
1
N,2 , Mzi"pj ) and around the diagonals are the same as those of L DI(0)p,l;p , that is
the same as those of L. It remains to compute the monodromy k of K
1
as any one of the
variables is transported along the boundary circle MDz D"rN of ”
(0)
. In view of the relation
o
1
2o
j
kol~1
D
"1, this is given by k"(o
1
2o
j
ol~1
D
)~1"o~1
(l)
o
D
. The computation of the
monodromy of K
2
is analogous. Here the monodromy k@ as any one of the variables is
transported around the boundary circle MDz D"1/rN of ”@
(0)
is given by the relation
o
j`1
2o
k
k@on~p~l~1
D
"1; therefore k@"(o
j`1
2o
k
on~p~l~1
D
)~1"o
(p`l)
. In order to com-
pute the monodromy of K
3
, notice that, in I
(0)p,l;p , l of the variables lie inside the disk
”
(0)
"MDz D(1/rN, whose boundary circle is the inner boundary of A. Hence, when one
transports any one of the variables in A
p
along the inner boundary of A, a local multivalued
section of K
3
picks up a factor of o
1
2o
j
ol
D
"o
(l)
.
The local systems L
l
, L@
p`l
and I
p, l
appearing in the statement are those obtained by
trivially extending K
1
, K
2
and K
3
to ‰
j`1,m
(QXMpN) and ‰
k~j`1,n~p~l
(Q@XMp@N) and C*
p
,
respectively. One finally concludes by the homotopy equivalences of ”
(0) l
, ”@
(0)n~p~l
and A
p
with ‰
j`1, l
(QXMpN), ‰
k~j`1,n~p~l
(Q@XMp@N) and C*
p
.
The following proposition is the main step in our proof of the cohomology factorization
formula.
PROPOSITION 3.6. Assume that the local system L is generic with respect to the sewing
decomposition ‰
k
(P)"‰
j`1
(QXMpN)d‰
k~j`1
(Q@XMp@N) in the sense of Definition 2.3. „hen
one has restriction isomorphisms
H* (‰
k,n
(P),L): na
m/0
a
p3S
n
(m,n!m)
H*(U
m,p ,L DUm,p).
Here each of the summands on the right-hand side is given by the Ku¨nneth formula of
Proposition 3.5,
H i (U
m,p ,L DUm,p ): =
h`h{/i
Hh (‰
j`1,m
(QXMpN),L
m
)?Hh{(‰
k~j`1,n~m
(Q@XMp@N),L@
m
).
Proof. The proof consists of a standard generalized Mayer—Vietoris argument. The
complex C*(‰
k,n
(P),L) of C[ ech cochains on ‰
k,n
(P) with coefficients inL has a resolution
in terms of complexes
Kp,*" a
(m
0
,p
0
)(2((m
p
, p
p
)
C*(U
m0 ,p0 ;2;mp,pp
,L DUm
0
,p
0
;2;mp ,pp
)
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of C[ ech cochains on the disjoint union of (p#1)-fold intersections of the cover. This means
that there is a complex
K0,*&"d0 K1,*&"d1 2&"dn~1 Kn,*PKn`1,*"0
whose cohomology is H0
d
(K*,* )"C*(‰
k,n
(P),L), Hi
d
(K*,*)"0 for i’0. Here the stan-
dard coboundary operators d
p
:Kp,*PKp`1,* are defined as linear combinations of restric-
tion maps with, as coefficients, appropriate sign factors. It follows that
H i(‰
k,n
(P),L)"HiH0
d
(K*,*)"Hi(K*,*),
the total cohomology of the double complex K*,*. On the other hand, if the C[ ech
cohomology H*(Kp,*) were vanishing for p’0, then one would also have
H i(K*,*)"Hi (K0,*)" na
m/0
a
p3S
n
(m,n!m)
Hi (U
m,p ,L DUm,p )
by degeneration of the total cohomology spectral sequence, and this would imply the stated
result. But, by Proposition 3.2, each single intersection of at least two covering sets is equal
to some I
p,l,p with p’0, and the following lemma implies that indeed H* (Kp,*)"0 for
p’0 when L is generic.
LEMMA 3.7. ”nder the assumption of Proposition 3.6, the cohomology H*(I
p,l,p ,L DIp,l,p)
vanishes whenever p’0.
Proof. The cohomology of I
p,l,p factors into three components by the Ku¨nneth isomor-
phisms of Proposition 3.5. In view of Proposition 2.2, the vanishing of H*(C*
p
,I
p, l
)—and
hence also of H*(I
p,l,p ,L DIp,l,p ) — is implied by the condition op(l)o(1@2)p(p~1)D O1. Thus, the
statement of the lemma is true if the totality of conditions
op
(l)
o(1@2)p(p~1)
D
O1 for 1)p)p#l)n
are satisfied. But these are just the condition of genericity for the local system L with
respect to the decomposition ‰
k
(P)"‰
j`1
(QXMpN)d‰
k~j`1
(Q@XMp@N).
Let us finally pass to the invariant subspace H* (‰
k,n
(P),L)S
n
. For every m"0,2 , n,
the sums =p3S
n
(m,n!m) Hi(Um,p ,L DUm,p ) are left invariant by the action of Sn . Hence
H i (‰
k,n
(P),L)Sn: na
m/0
A ap3S
n
(m,n!m)
Hi(U
m,p ,L DUm,p )B
S
n
,
where the right-hand side is clearly isomorphic to
n
a
m/0
a
h`h{/i
Hh(‰
j`1,m
(QXMpN),L
m
)Sm ?Hh{(‰
k~j`1,n~m
(Q@XMp@N),L@
m
)Sn~m
" na
m/0
a
h`h{/i
Hh (X
j`1,m
(QXMpN),L
m
) ?Hh{(X
k~j`1,n~m
(Q@XMp@N),L@
m
).
This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.4. K
4. CORRESPONDENCE WITH sl(2) REPRESENTATIONS
The relationship between cohomology of local systems on configuration spaces and
representations of simple Lie algebras has already been exploited by various authors in
order to produce integral solutions to the Knizhnik—Zamolodchikov equations. Here we
follow a recent paper by Varchenko [14], where complete results concerning the generic
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case under consideration are presented. Our new contribution is the topological interpreta-
tion of the Clebsch—Gordan decomposition as summarized in Corollary 4.3.
Let Me, f, hN be a Cartan—Weyl basis of g"sl(2, C), with relations [h, e]"2e, [h, f ]"
!2f and [e, f ]"h. The Verma module »(j) is the highest weight g-module generated by
a highest weight vector v satisfying ev"0 and hv"jv. It admits the decomposition
»(j)"+n*0 »(j)(n) into one-dimensional eigenspaces C f nv of h with eigenvalue (j!2n).
If now j
1
,2 , jk~1 are a given list of weights, we consider the tensor product »"
?k~1
a/1
» (j
a
) and its decomposition
»"a
n*0
» (n),
where » (n)"Mm3» Dhm"(+k~1
a/1
j
a
!2n)mN is the subspace of weight
j
k
,k~1+
a/1
j
a
!2n. (4.1)
» (n) is freely generated by the set of all monomials of the form f n1v
1
?2? f nk~1v
k~1
with
n
1
#2#n
k~1
"n and has therefore dimension (n`k~2
n
). The case k"2 being trivial, we
shall always assume that k*3. Following [10], let
Sing» (n)"Mm3» (n) Dem"0N
be the subspace of singular vectors in » (n). If the weights j
a
O0,2 , n!1 for
a"1,2 , k!1, e maps » (n) onto » (n~1) ; hence the dimension of Sing» (n) is
(n`k~2
n
)!(n`k~3
n~1
)"(n`k~3
n
), the same as the Euler characteristic s(X
k,n
) up to a sign. The
map
a
n*0
»A
k~1
+
a/1
j
a
!2nB? Sing» (n)P» (4.2)
that sends f mv? m3»(+k~1
a/1
j
a
!2n)?Sing» (n) to f mm3» is bijective.
Let us suppose one partitions the »(j
a
) into the two sets given by the first j and the last
(k!1!j ) modules, and put …"?j
a/1
»(j
a
), …@"?k~1
a/j`1
»(j
a
). In correspondence
with such partition, we define the set of weights
j
(m)
"j
1
#2#j
j
!2m, m"0, 1,2
Thus, via the inverse isomorphism of (4.2) …P& =m*0» (j(m) )?Sing… (m), one has
»:=m*0 »(j(m))?Sing… (m)?…@. Picking the nth weight component gives
» (n): n=
m/0
Sing… (m)? (» (j
(m)
)?… @)(n~m)
and we obtain the Clebsch—Gordan decomposition for Sing » (n),
Sing» (n): n=
m/0
Sing… (m)? Sing(» (j
(m)
)?… @)(n~m).
With a k-tuple of weights (j
1
,2 , jk) satisfying (4.1) one can associate a point in
R
k
—and hence a local system L on X
k,n
—by putting
o
a
"e2pija/i for a"1,2 , k!1
o
k
"e!2pi(2#jk )/i
o
D
"e!4pi/i
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where i is a non-zero complex number introduced in order to parametrize the monodromy
around the diagonal. Schechtman and Varchenko [10] and Felder [4] have introduced
a map from » (n) to the holomorphic de Rham representatives of the top cohomology group
Hn(X
k,n
(P),L). More precisely, in the case under consideration, de Rham theorem identifies
H* (X
k,n
(P),L) with the cohomology of the complex ()*X
k,n
(L*), L) of multivalued holomor-
phic differential forms on X
k,n
(P) whose monodromies are reciprocal to those of L. The
elements of )*X
k,n
(L* ) are written as /g, where
/" <
1)i)n A(zi!z(pk))(2`jk )/i <1)a)k!1 (zi!z (pa ))~ja/iB <1)i(j)n (zi!zj )2/i
and g is a holomorphic form on X
k,n
(P). If u is a closed form in )*X
k,n
(L* ) we denote by [u]
its cohomology class. Then let s :» (n)PHn ()*X
k,n
(L*)) be defined by
mn"f n1v1 ?2? f
n
k~1v
k~1
> [/g(mn )]
n(mn
N
)" +
a3A
n
(n
1
,2 , nk~1 )
A
n
<
i/1
1
z
i
!z(pa(i))B dz1?2?dzn (4.3)
where A
n
(n
1
,2 , nk~1) is the set of maps from M1,2 , nN to M1,2 , k!1N such that the
cardinality D a~1(a) D"n
a
for all a. The following result was proven in [14, Corollary 2.3.4].
THEOREM 4.1 (Varchenko [14]). Assume that o(1@2) i
D
O1 for i"1,2 , n and that
o
a
o(1@2)(i~1)
D
O1 for a"1,2 , k and i"1,2 , 2n!1. „hen the restriction of s to Sing» (n) is
an isomorphism Sing» (n)P& Hn()*X
k,n
(L*)).
Note that, with the above assumptions, Hi ()*X
k,n
(L*)):H i(X
k,n
(P),L)"0 for iOn as
a special case of Proposition 2.5. Let us now consider the maps t
m
:…(m)PHm()*X
j`1,m
(L*))
and t@
m
: (» (j
(m)
)?…@)(n~m)PHn~m()*X
k~j`1,n~m
(L@*
m
)) defined analogously to (4.3). Upon
restricting them to the singular subspaces one obtains the diagram
Hn ()*X
k,n
(L*)) &"r na
m/0
Hm()*X
j`1,m
(L*
m
))?Hn~m ()*X
k~j`1,n~m
(L@*
m
))
sC t
m
?t@
m
C
Sing» (n) &"& na
m/0
Sing… (m)? Sing(»(j
(m)
) ?…@)(n~m).
The map r has been implicitly constructed in Section 3 during the proof of Lemma 2.4.
Although its concrete expression is inessential for establishing Corollary 4.3, for complete-
ness we compute its explicit form in the following remark.
Remark 4.2. We shall think of a form in )*X
k,n
(L*) as of a S
n
-invariant form on ‰
k,n
(P).
For definiteness, let us choose a coordinate on P1 so that Q is mapped to the interior D
(0)
of
the unit disk and Q@ to the exterior D@
(0)
, i.e. Dz(p
a
) D(1 for a"1,2 , j and Dz (pa ) D’1 for
a"j#1,2 , k. Using the notations of Section 3, consider uD”
(0)m
]”@
(0)n~m
obtained by
restricting u to the region MDz
1
D(1,2 , D zm D(1; D zm`1 D’1,2 , Dzn D’1NL‰k,n(P). If
(u, u@) is any base-point on ”
(0)m
]”@
(0)n~m
, let uD”
(0)m
]Mu@N and uDMuN]”@
(0)n~m
be the further
restrictions to the two components. By the retraction argument leading to Proposition 3.4,
the latter forms define cohomology classes of multivalued forms on X
j`1,m
and
Xk!j#1,n!m respectively. Consider for example the forms /g(mn ) in (4.3), whose classes are
known, by Theorem 4.1, to span Hn ()*X
k,n
(L*)). Then we have
r : [/g(mn )]>
n
=
m/0
[u
m
c
m
(mn)]? [u@mc@m(mn )]
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where
u
m
" <
1)i)m A(zi!z (p))(2`j(m))/i <1)a)j (zi!z (pa ))~ja/iB <1)i(j)m (zi!zj )2/i
u@
m
" <
m#1)i)n A(zi!z(pk))(2`jk)/i (zi!z(p@))!j(m)/i <j#1)a)k!1 (zi!z (pa))!ja/iB
] <
m#1)i(j)n
(z
i
!z
j
)2@i
and
c
m
(mn)" +
a3A
n
(n
1
,2 , nk~1)
m
<
i/1
1
z
i
!z(pa(i)) Kpj`1"2"pk"p dz1?2?dzm
c@
m
(mn)" +
a3A
n
(n
1
,2 , nk~1)
n
<
i/m`1
1
z
i
!z (pa(i)) Kp1"2"pj"p@ dzm`1?2?dzn .
COROLLARY 4.3. ”nder the same hypotheses as in „heorem 4.1, assume moreover thatL is
generic with respect to the sewing decomposition ‰
k
(P)"‰
j`1
(QXMpN)d‰
k~j`1
(Q@XMp@N).
„hen all maps in the above diagram are isomorphisms and the Clebsch—Gordan decomposition
corresponds to the cohomology factorization formula.
Proof. The map r is an isomorphism by Theorem 1.1; so is also s by Varchenko’s result.
We only have to verify that the restrictions of the various t
m
and t@
m
to the singular subspaces
are isomorphisms. Let o
(m)
"e2pij(m)/i. The condition that L should be generic with respect
to the above sewing decomposition implies in particular that o
1
2o
j
o(1@2) (i~1)
D
O1 for
i"1,2 , 2n!1. Therefore (o~1(m) oD )o(1@2)(i~1)D O1 for i"1,2 ,m and m"1,2 , n and
also o
(m)
o(1@2)(i~1)
D
O1 for i"1,2 , n!m and m"0,2 , n!1. So Theorem 4.1 applies to
all t
m
and t@
m
as well.
The more classical form of Clebsch—Gordan decomposition referred to in the introduc-
tion can now be made precise as
HA
k~1
?
a/1
»(j
a
),»(j
k
)B:
n
a
m/0
HA
j
?
a/1
»(j
a
),»(j
(m)
)B?HAA
k~1
?
a/j`1
»(j
a
)B?»(j(m)),»(jk)B.
It is completely equivalent to the one used above. Indeed, the space of linear operators
HAl~1?i/1» (ki),» (kl )B"Gh3HomA
l~1?
i/1
»(k
i
),»(k
l
)B Kgh"hg for any g3gH
may be non-vanishing only when +l~1
i/1
k
i
!k
l
"2p is a non-negative even integer and can
be easily shown to be isomorphic to Sing(?l~1
i/1
» (k
i
))(p). The statements of Corollary 4.3,
with the obvious replacements, equally apply to this version of the Clebsch—Gordan
decomposition.
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